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The effective magnetic momentum peff of Gd-impurities in the
Pb1-xSnxTe(Gd) crystals as a function of crystal composition x with

0 < x < 0.25 is studied. It is shown that with the increase in tin con-
tent in the crystals from 0 to 0.15,  p(Gd) increases slowly from 37 to 43.
Then p2eff(Gd) increases abruptly to 63 value when x = 0.16 ± 0.01. For sub-
sequent increase x > 0.17 p2eff (Gd) remains constant at 63. Possible reasons
of observed changes of peff (Gd) and possible mechanisms of in fluence of the
Pb 1-x Snx Te crystal field on the effective magnetic momentum value of Gd
-impurities in the crystals under study are analysed.

PACS numbers: 75.50.Ρpa

1. Introduction

It is a well-known fact that gadolinium in Gd-containing compounds is usu-
ally present as Gd3+, donating 5d 1 and 6s 2 electrons to bonds [1]. However, its
behaviour as a substitution impurity is not so obvious. Of specific interest would
be the situation when the substitution ion in the foreign crystal matrix is present
in a state distinct from Me3+.

IV-VI compounds seem to be the most suitable for investigating the above
situation since the ground state of the intrinsic components in the metal sublattice
is Mee+ [2]. The present paper investigates the behaviour of Gd as an impurity in
IV-VI systems using as an example Ρb1- x Snx Te(Gd) crystals.

2. Experimental

Measurements were made on samples, prepared from Bridgman grown
Pb1-xSnxTe(Gd) crystals with 0 < x < 0.25, doped with Gd during growth.
Sample composition was determined by the electron microprobe technique. Only
samples with Gd content nonuniformity smaller than 5% were selected for further
studies.
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The total magnetic susceptibility χ of the crystals was measured using the
Faraday method to within 1%. The magnetic susceptibility of Gd XGd was deter-
mined by subtracting the X value of undoped samples from the X value of doped
samples. Results for several Pb1- x SnTe(Gd) samples varying in composition are
shown in Fig. 1.

The samples are observed to be paramagnetic within the temperature and
composition ranges studied. The temperature variation of XGd, especially for low
temperatures, is well accounted for by the Curie law X = C/T for C = const.
As some lead atoms are substituted by tin in the Gd crystalline environment, the
temperature interval in which this law is valid extends into higher temperatures,
as can be seen from Fig. 1.

Using the above results, we calculated the effective magnetic momentum of
Gd impurity peff(Gd) in Pb1- x SnxΤe(Gd) crystals using the magnetic susceptibil-
ity formula for paramagnetics [1]

where N is the concentration of paramagnetic atoms or ions, μB is the Bohr
magneton, and k 0 is the Boltzmann constant. The results are reported in Fig. 2.

As is seen from Fig. 2, peff(Gd) is minimal at x = 0 and grows slowly as x
increases from 0 to 0.15. Then, in the narrow composition range x = 0.16 ± 0.01,
a dramatic increase in peff(Gd) is observed, and for x > 0.17, peff(Gd) no longer
depends on x in the composition range studied.
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3. Discussion

The effective magnetic momentum of many-electron ion is known to depend
on its charge state. For chemical elements with wide multiplets, to which the rare
earths belong, one can calculate as [1]

where L, S, J are the orbital, spin and total momenta of a many-electron atom
or ion, gJ is the Lande factor, and hv(J - 1, J) is the width of the multiplet.
For a free Gd3+ ion, p2eff = 63, whereas for a free Gd 2+ ion, p2eff = 42.67 for an
infinite width multiplet. For a finite width multiplet, the p2eff(Gd) value would be
somewhat higher.

It is easily seen that for x > 0.17, the peff value of the Gd . ions in
Pb1- x SnxTe(Gd) is in excellent agreement with that of a free Gd3+ ion, which
is completely dominated by the electrons of an unfilled 4 f-shell. The 4 f-shell is
thus not affected by the crystalline environment of the Gd impurity in the mate-
rials studied, preserving its spin and orbital momenta.

The p2eff values of the order of 37 to 43. which are characteristic of Gd
impurity in Ρb1-xSnxΤe(Gd) for 0 < x -< 0.15, are close to that of a free Gd 2 +
ion. Hence, the Gd impurity in the above range of x is in the charge state Gd2 +,
and in general, the crystalline environment of Gd affects its PefT value. It then
follows that crystalline environment changes the 5d electronic state of the Gd 2 +
ion, the amount of the change depending on the composition of a crystal matrix
surrounding the impurity.
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The observed smooth variation of p eff(Gd) in Pb1-xSnxTe(Gd) crystals with
increasing x and its dramatic increase at some critical x, value suggest that the
reason of such changes is the presence of tin in the stucture under study. The
abupt change of the Gd effective magnetic momentum is thought to be due to
overlapping of external electronic shells of tin and the Gd 2+ ion. This conclusion
is based on the following simple estimates. The ionic radius of Sn 2+ is 1.02 Å,
the covalent radius is 1.4 Å [3]. The radius of the 5d electron shell of the Gd free
ion is 5.33Å [1]. The sum of these radii would be of order 6.35-6.73 Å. This is
comparable to the lattice constant of the solid solutions under study. The lattice
constant is known to vary from 6.461 to 6.322 Å as x changes from 0 to 1 [4]. In
Pb1-xSnxTe crystals, the lattice constant coincides with the second coordination
sphere radius of a separate cation or anion sublattice (the materials under study
have the NaCl crystal stucture). Hence,if the tin content in a crystal is such that
it inevitably gets into second coordination sphere of an arbitrary metal sublattice
site which may be occupied by Gd impurity, them the external electronic shells of
Sn and Gd2+ ions will come into contact for statistically uniform distribution of
Pb1-xSnxTe(Gd) crystal components. This will be the case when there is one Sn
atom per six Pb atoms, which roughly corresponds to x = 0.15 composition.

Therefore, in Pb1-xSnxΤe(Gd) crystals with statistically uniform composi-
tion, Gd will remain in the Gd 2+ charge state as long as there is no direct contact
between the external electronic shells of Sn and Gd ions. As x increases and the
above mentioned contact becomes inevitable, the Gd ion changes its state from
Gd2+ to Gd3+ The conclusion is that in the materials studied the impurity state
Gd2+ is more favourable than Gd 3+. This appears to be due to the fact that in
materials studied, Pb and Sn which are substituted by Gd in the metal sublattice
are also present in the Mee+ state. The question why the effect of tin is to change
the Gd2+ state into Gd 3+ state calls for additional research.
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